
hurricane (HUR i kayn)
large, rotating low
pressure storm that
forms over a tropical
ocean

Using Science Words
1. A__ is a low-pressure storm that gets

its energy from warm tropical oceans.
A. tornado
B. supercell
C. hurricane



A liurricane is a large rotating low- 5 You can see the stnictute of a hurricane
pressure system that forms over tropical on satellite images taken from space. A
oceans. A hurricane is one of the most hurricane has a pinwheel shape due to its
powerful types of storms. Hurricanes are rapidly rotating winds. It also has a clear,
so strong that they can generate severe calm center called the eye.
thunderstorms and tornadoes! 6 Just outside the eye of the hurricane is

2 A hurricane begins as a small tropical the eyewall. The eyewall is the tall band of
storm over warm ocean waters. The warth strong winds and dense clouds surrounding
water provides the energy the storm needs the eye of a hurricane. The fury of a
to grow. Hurricanes can affect the United hurricane is strongest in the eyewall.
States from June through November. That's

VReadlng Checkwhen tropical waters are their warmest.

VReadlng Check 4. Hurricane winds are strongest in
the

2. Near the United States, when are a. eye
hurricanes most common? b. eyewall
a. January through April c. arm
b. May though July
c. June through November 7 A hurricane needs the energy of the

warm ocean water to keep going. Once
3 In a tropical storm, warm, moist air the hurricane reaches land, it dies out.

enters the storm near the surface of the But it can cause a lot of damage before it
water. The air rises, cools, and condenses dies out.
into clouds.·As the air condenses, it leaves

VReadlng Checkthe upper part of the storm. This lowers the
air pressure in the storm. The condensing
air also releases energy that helps increase 5. Why do hurricanes die out when they
the speed of the winds. reach land?

4 The storm begins to rotate faster. a. They lose their source of energy.
When its wind speed reaches at least 119 b. They cannot move over land.
kmlh, which is about 74 mph, the storm is c. The land is too warm to sustain
classified as a hurricane. the storm.

VReadlng Check 8 The strong winds of a hurricane can
damage buildings. Heavy rains can cause

3. A storm is classified as a hurricane flooding. Areas near the coast may be hit
when it reaches a wind speed by a storm surge. A storm surge occurs
of km/h. when hurricane winds drive a large mound
a. 119 of ocean water inland. The storm surge
b. 80 washes over the land, uprooting trees,
c. 50 flooding streets, and destroying buildings.

The storm surge can cause a large amount
of damage.
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9 The National Weather Service (NWS)
is the agency responsible for tracking
hurricanes that may affect the United
States. The NWS attempts to issue
hurricane warnings at least 24 hours in
advance of a storm. If a hurricane is very
strong, the NWS may recommend that
people evacuate the area. Even during
weak hurricanes, people should always
seek shelter and avoid going outside.

10 Meteorologists classify hurricanes
using the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale.

Word Study

This scale is a 1-5 rating based on the
hurricane's strength. A category 5 hurricane
is the strongest. A category 1 hurricane is
the weakest.

VReadlng Check

6. Which agency issues hurricane
warnings?
a. FBI
b. NWS
c. EPA

Word Usage One good way to learn words is to use them in sentences.
Replace common words with more precise terms. Use science terms when
you need a specific idea.

Look at each number in parentheses. Find the paragraph in the reading
with the same number. Then find the best term to fill the blank. Write
the term.

7. A hurricane is a large~~ low-pressure storm. (1)
8. Warm, tropical waters provide the~~ a hurricane needs to grow. (2)
9. Warm, moist air enters the storm near the~~ of the water. (3)

10. As air ~~, it leaves the upper part of the storm. (3)
n. A starin is~~ as a hurricane when its wind speeds reach 119 km/h. (4)
12. You can see the~~ of a hurricane on satellite images. (5)
13. The eye of a hurricane is surrounded by the ~~. (6)
14. Without warm ocean water, a hurricane cannot~~ its power. (7)
15. Heavy rains and storm surges can cause ~~. (8)
16. People should~~ an area before a strong hurricane hits. (9)
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Standardized Test Practice

18. Which hurricane category has the highest wind speed?
A. 5
B. 4
C. 3
D.2

Interpret Data Note that the data in each column of the chart
are listed in the same units. For example, all pressures are given in
mb, which stands for millibars. All wind speeds are given in kmlh,
which stands for kilometers per hour.

Saffir·Simpson Hurricane Scale

Category I Pressure in I Wind speed I Storm surge I Damage
center 1mb} Ikm/h} 1m}

1 980 or higher 119-153 1.2-1.5 Minimal

2 965-979 154-177 1.6-2.4 Moderate

3 945-964 178-209 2.5-3.6 Extensive

4 920-944 210-250 3.7-5.4 Extreme

5 Lower than Greater than Greater than Catastrophic
920 250 5.4

Test Tip

19. Which hurricane category has the highest air pressure in the center?
A.5
B. 3
C. 2
D. 1

Multiple Choice Use the table to answer the q,uestions.

17. What is the range of wind speeds for hurricanes?
A. 100-119 km/h
B. 119-153 km/h
C. 119-250+ km/h
D. 210-250 kmlh


